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ATTRACTIONS.
[ART.
'    74.    Potential of an annulus.    We may use the method of ;  Art. 64 to find the potential of an annulus of a thin uniform spherical shell at a point P on its axis.
Let DD'EE' be the annulus; let PD = ^, PE = u2, OP = r.
The potential of an elementary annulus QQ' being the same as before, the potential V of the whole annulus is T~   Zirma
f 7 J dw =
since in our case the limits of integration   are   u = PD   and u = P£.    In the same way the mass M of the annulus is Trma,  A
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/» The potential of the whole annulus is F=-
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'* 75. If we suppose the annulus to form a complete sphere except for two^fmall holes DD', EE'y we have an expression for the potential which applies equally to points inside and outside the shell, provided they lie on the axis. Let y be the radius of either hole. When P is inside the shell the sum of the distances MJ and u2 differs from the diameter only by small quantities of the order y2 and the potential is therefore sensibly constant. When P passes through the hole DD' the distance % has a minimum value equal to y and then begins to increase without vanishing or changing sign. When P is outside the shell the sum of the distances u-^ and u2 diff ers from twice the distance of P from the centre by quantities of the order y2, so that the potential sensibly follows the law of the inverse distance. See Art. 39.
^/          76.   Ex. 1.   The internal and external radii of a thin spherical shell of density
p are a- 1 and a. Prove that the difference of the potentials at two points, one inside and the other outside, both close to the surface, is (2irpt'2. We notice that
/this difference is of the second order of the small quantity t. Ex. 2.   A thin spherical shell of radius a attracts an internal particle P at a distance r from the centre.    If the shell be divided into two parts by a plane through P perpendicular to the radius the resultant attraction of each part at P is
^a- {a - (a2* - r2)^} where m is the surface density.    [Todhunter's History, 1615.]
77. A solid sphere. To find the attraction of a solid uni-^ form sphere at an internal point P.
Describe a sphere concentric with the given surface to pass through P. The attraction at P of the matter between this sphere and the given surface is zero ; Art. 65. The attraction at P of the matter within this sphere is the same as if it were

